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APRIL 2ND SEAONC DINNER MEETING/DEGENKOLB FORUM

An Intersection of Public Policy and Structural Engineering:
San Francisco’s CAPSS Program
Presenter: Mr. Patrick Otellini, San Francisco’s Director of Earthquake Safety, Earthquake Safety Implementation Program

By Grace Kang, SEAONC President

SEAONC Website 2.0 Released
The SEAONC website was launched
over ten years ago with the goal of
having a presence in the fledgling and
rapidly developing medium of electronic communication. The website
content has been made rich with accretion over the past decade, however
posting and accessing the information was limited by the old platform.
Electronic media, and the function
and navigation of websites during the
past decade have affected the way we
convey and receive information. We
expect to share and find information
in a straight-forward and timely way.
Websites themselves can provide an
organized platform of communication that is more effective than email
updates.

April is the anniversary month of the 1906 San
Francisco Earthquake. Another significant earthquake is likely to occur within the next thirty
years, and San Francisco could suffer terribly, primarily due to the collapse of or extensive damage
to many buildings that were built before building
codes contained modern earthquake design requirements. The suffering will not be limited to
loss of life and injuries, but to dramatic losses of
housing, character-defining buildings, business,
and more. These impacts have been confirmed by
the extensive studies performed under San Francisco’s Community Action Plan for Seismic Safety
(CAPSS) program.
A brief summary of the CAPSS project will be
given. The CAPSS project consists of the following components: education/information, building upgrades, post-earthquake
response and recovery, strategies and incentives, study and technical development, and programs and operations. The importance of each of these components and how the CAPSS program has evolved into a 30-year Earthquake Safety
Implementation Program (ESIP) will be presented.
The significance of the ESIP includes its goal to balance policy goals with solid
engineering and technical backing. Major goals of the project will be outlined,
and some specific attention will be given to the Mandatory Soft-Story Retrofit
Ordinance, which is currently being considered.
For the Q&A, Mr. Otellini will be joined by Mr. Laurence Kornfield, Special Assistant to the City Administrator for Earthquake Safety Implementation.
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President’s Message (Cont. from Page 1)

The 2011 SEAONC Board, led by President Peter Lee and
Director Darrick Hom, established a website executive committee to provide direction for upgrading SEAONC’s website. During this time, several committees started to take
their own initiative and share information through blog and
social media platforms. It was time for action. The SEAONC
Board recognized that the website upgrade would require
effort and investment of funds for a prolonged period of
time, with benefits to be gleaned over a period of years.
In the March 2012 SEAONC newsletter, President Lee and
Director Hom provided the Goals and Implementation plan
for the first phase of the website upgrade. One of the primary
goals is to provide a website platform that allows information to be posted by users without specialized knowledge in
website design. This feature enables SEAONC committees
and the SEAONC office to provide information on a timely
basis to our membership, thus providing greater access to
our members, member firms, and to the general public.
As the structure of the website developed in 2012, meetings and surveys were conducted with SEAONC committee representatives to receive input and feedback on website features. It is very important that the website bring our
committees together. Communication within SEAONC amongst committees and our membership – is one of the
most important qualities of our organization. Additionally,
the potential for website compatibility amongst SEAONC,
SEAOC, and other Associations’ websites development was
considered. This consideration was facilitated by Aeronet
Communications, who was retained to develop SEAONC’s
website, and who was also retained by SEAOC as part of
SEAOC’s Association management team a few years earlier.
After nearly two years of planning and development, we are
pleased to deliver the first phase of SEAONC Website 2.0.
The organization of the new website is intended to facilitate
finding information, and content from the old website was
transferred to the new website. The interface is designed
to deliver information in any format: computer, tablet or
smartphone. Updates will be posted by committee chairs,
the SEAONC Board and the SEAONC office. We hope that
you find this upgrade beneficial. You can start by initializing your login to reset your password and subscribing to a
committee, either a new one or one in which you are already
participating. Instructions for performing both actions are
linked to the home page of the website.
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CalEMA Safety Assessment Program (SAP)/ATC20 Post Earthquake Safety Assessment of Buildings
Training
Date / Time: Saturday June 22, 2013
Location: Locatelli Student Activity Center, Santa Clara
University, CA
Registration: 8:00 - 9:00 a.m.
Seminar: 9:00 - 4:30 p.m.
Breakfast, lunch & an afternoon snack will be served during registration and break.
The Safety Assessment Program (SAP) utilizes mutual aid
resources and volunteers in the form of professional engineers, architects, and certified building inspectors to assist
local governments by doing post-disaster building evaluations.The program is managed by the California Emergency Management Agency (CalEMA) with cooperation from
professional organizations, including SEAOC. CalEMA will
issue Disaster Service Worker (DSW) ID cards to all professionally licensed volunteers who have completed the training. Those who are not yet licensed will just receive a certificate and may contact CalEMA upon licensure to receive
the DSW ID card.
The purpose of the CalEMA Safety Assessment Program
(SAP) is to help local government perform post earthquake, wind, flood, and blast safety evaluations as quickly
as possible. The post earthquake evaluation is based on the
ATC-20 document developed in 1987. SEAONC’s Disaster
Emergency Services Committee has sponsored trainings on
a regular basis (typically every other year) since then. The
training program has evolved and improved over time and
currently enjoys a reputation for excellence. Past participants have commented especially on the value of the afternoon case studies, which are led by SEAONC members with
post-earthquake safety evaluation experience.
Attendees who are licensed professionals (Civil, Structural,
or Geotechnical Engineers; Architects; Geologists; Certified Building Inspectors) may apply for and obtain Disaster
Service Worker identification cards issued by the California
Emergency Management Agency. Attendees receive a workshop proceedings binder and ATC- 20 documents.

The Continuing Education Committee Presents
a SEAONC Short Course
Direct Displacement-Based Design of Buildings
Dr. Nigel Priestley
Dr. Michele Calvi
Dr. Mervyn Kowalsky
Thursday & Friday, May 9th & 10th, 2013
About the Presentation:
This short course will introduce participants to displacement-based seismic design and demonstrate how it can be
implemented in the design office as a simple and rational alternative to current prescriptive methods of seismic design.
The course will show the serious conceptual problems with
current force-based seismic design provisions.
Direct displacement-based design is being used as the basis
for new seismic design codes in many countries, including
countries in South America, Europe and New Zealand. The
seminar will identify and explain deficiencies in current
building design approaches in the USA and elsewhere, and
show how these deficiencies are resolved when a simple displacement-based design approach is adopted. The approach
results in structures with uniform seismic risk for a given
performance level, which is compatible with uniform risk
spectra. This is not achieved with current force-based design procedures.
Order the textbook, “Displacement-Based Seismic Design of
Structures” by April 15th as part of the seminar registration
process for the reduced price of € 108 including shipping. It
will be available for pickup at the seminar. Please note that
each participant can purchase only one copy using the discount code. The discount code will expire on April 15th. To
place an order, go to http://www.iusspress.it/pc/viewPrd.
asp?idcategory=21&idproduct=40
and enter promotion codes IUPRDBD13, FRSHUSA13. Note
that both codes are required for purchase and they are case
sensitive.
About the Speakers:
Dr. Nigel Priestley - Nigel Priestley is Professor Emeritus of Structural Engineering at
the University of California, San Diego, coDirector Emeritus of the European Graduate School for Earthquake Engineering in
Italy, and Principal of the consulting firm
Priestley Structural Engineering. He has
co-authored two previous best-selling texts
on seismic design: Seismic Design of Reinforced Concrete and Masonry Structures (with Paulay),
and Seismic Design and Retrofit of Bridges (with Seible and
Calvi). He has published more than 700 papers and reports,
principally related to seismic design, and received more
than 30 international awards. Over the past 20 years he and
co-researchers have been developing displacement-based
seismic design concepts, culminating in the 2007 textbook,
Displacement-Based Seismic Design of Structures.
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Dr. Michele Calvi - Gian Michele Calvi
is Professor of Structural Design and
Director of the Centre for Research and
Graduate Studies in Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology at
the University Institute for Advanced
Studied (IUSS), Pavia. Professor Calvi is
the founder and president of the Eucentre
Foundation and founder and director of
the School in Understanding and Managing the Extremes.
He is author of more than 300 publications and of two major books, including Displacement-Based Seismic Design of
Structures. He has been designer, consultant or checker for
hundreds of structural projects, including the Rion-Antirion cable stayed bridge (2883 m, in Greece), the Bolu viaduct
(119 spans, in Turkey) and the new housing system after the
L’Aquila earthquake (2009), where 185 buildings were seismically isolated with more than 7,000 devices, completed in
about six months.
Dr. Mervyn Kowalsky - Mervyn Kowalsky
is a Professor of Structural Engineering in
the Department of Civil, Construction, and
Environmental Engineering at North Carolina State University. His research, which
has largely focused on the seismic behavior of structures, has been supported by
the National Science Foundation, the North
Carolina and Alaska Departments of Transportation, the Alaska University Transportation Center, and
several industrial organizations. He is a registered Professional Engineer in North Carolina and an active member
of several national and international committees on Performance-Based Seismic Design. He has published over 150 papers and reports and is co-author of the textbook Displacement-Based Seismic Design of Structures.
Location: PG&E Auditorium, 77 Beale Street, San Francisco
Cost:
Early-bird (before April 12)
$350 members
$400 non-members
$125 students
After April 12
$400 members
$450 non-members
$150 students
Pre-registration is required for this seminar and space is
limited. Registration is now available online with payment
by credit card.
To pay by check, RSVP to office@seaonc.org and bring a
check made payable to SEAONC to the event.
Subject to space availabilty, on-site registration may also be
available with payment by cash, check, or credit card.

What are Environmental Product Declarations and
Why You Should Know About Them?
Megan Stringer, P.E. - SEAONC Sustainable Design Committee
Chair
By now there is little debate that the building industry is
a big contributor to global warming. As structural engineers, understanding the environmental embodied energy
impacts of the building materials we specify as well as the
interaction of structural systems with architectural and
MEP systems is key to reducing the impact of buildings on
the environment. One of the hottest topics right now in the
sustainable design industry as well as the building and construction industry is Environmental Product Declarations,
or EPDs. EPDs are a standardized, third-party verified,
Life-Cycle Assessment (LCA) based tool that communicates
the environmental performance of a product. They enable
comparisons among various products fulfilling the same
function and are often depicted as a “nutrition label” for
products. EPDs have the potential to revolutionize product
claims and product specifications through standardization
of materials reporting. Manufacturers will no longer be able
to publish misleading information and unverified environmental claims about their products. This will allow for differentiation between products and product producers.
Why does this matter to Structural Engineers?
EPDs are based on product category rules (PCRs). PCRs
state the general requirements and standards of an EPD and
are essentially environmental accounting standards that
portray a product’s environmental footprint. By ensuring
that consistent assumptions are made when determining a
product’s environmental footprint, it allows for products to
be compared. This is specifically relevant to structural engineers because the first environmental PCR for concrete
in the United States was finalized on November 30, 2012,
by the Carbon Leadership Forum (CLF). The CLF is a broad
alliance of researchers, associations and companies in the
building industry that work to develop “the data, analysis
and standards needed to accurately predict, report and reduce the carbon impact of building materials and products”
(www.carbonleadershipforum.org). Based on the Carbon
Leadership Forum’s PCR, Central Concrete, a concrete supplier based in the Bay Area, is the first US concrete supplier
that is developing EPDs for their concrete mixes.
As a structural engineer, this can provide a clearer method
for specifying materials. This will become increasingly important as reducing the embodied impacts of buildings will
be demanded by clients as well as rating agencies such as
LEED. With EPDs, specifying these more efficient materials
will be possible. The EPD “nutrition label” will disclose the
LCA performance of the product by listing impact categories like primary energy, global warming potential, ozone
depletion and smog potential. As EPDs are developed by
more concrete suppliers, engineers will be able to compare
the environmental performance of the different mixes and
specify the most efficient one. EPDs will also allow the material manufacturers to become more aware of the environmental impact of their products, will disclose areas to be
improved upon and will encourage greater efficiency and
environmental performance.
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EPDs will become more prevalent in the industry. Efforts
are underway to develop EPDs for wood, steel, and other
building materials. EPDs will be recognized in the next
version of LEED as new credits are assigned for having a
certain number of products with EPDs. Also, as a result of
the PCR for concrete, structural engineering firms are signing onto the Architecture 2030 challenge for products. This
challenge is aimed at reducing the environmental footprint
of the built environment and has the goal of buildings being
carbon-neutral by the year 2030.
Environmental accounting within the building material industries is long overdue. EPDs are the way of the future
and should be encouraged by the Structural Engineering
community.
For more detailed information on PCRs or EPDs, refer to
www.carbonleadershipforum.org. Please send questions or
comments to sustainable@seaonc.org.

Public Outreach Committee High School Outreach
By Erica Jacobsen, Public Outreach Committee
SEAONC’s Public Outreach Committee (POC) is ramping
up another year of High School Outreach. For those of you
not familiar with the program, we send engineers into high
school (and occasionally middle school) classrooms and
present to the students about the joys of Structural Engineering. This is an awesome opportunity to reach out to the
young people in your community and let them know what
Structural Engineers actually do, and how they too can pursue Structural Engineering as a career. There are multiple
ways you can help the High School Outreach program:
•Volunteer to present to a class: This usually entails a
three hour commitment that includes traveling to the
school, presenting for an hour, and then traveling back to
your office. Remember that students are in school when
we’re at work, so this does require taking a little time
away from the office. However, you will get to decide if
the school and the date work for you, we’ll never schedule you without your consent. AND no need to worry
about developing a presentation to fill the hour, we’ve
already done that for you! All you need to do is show up
and inspire some young minds.
•Provide the contact information of a teacher who would
host a presentation: As much as we need volunteers to
present to students, we need teachers who are willing to
let us present. If you know a teacher who would be interested in hosting some engineers in their classroom, let us
know! We’d love to expand the program to more schools.
If you’re interested in learning more about the High School
Outreach program or if this newsletter has been convincing
enough to make you sign up right now, contact Erica Jacobsen at ejacobsen@degenkolb.com.

Rebuilding Together San Francisco

April Business Forum

By Erica Jacobsen, Public Outreach Committee
Happy New Year fellow engineers! We hope your year
is off to a good and happy start, and what better way to
start the New Year than to give back to your community?
This year marks SEAONC’s twenty-second year participating with Rebuilding Together San Francisco, and we’d like
your help to make this year more successful than ever. As
you may already know, Rebuilding Together is a nationwide non-profit organization that coordinates volunteers
and sponsorship in an effort to renovate neighborhood facilities and repair the homes of low-income, disabled, and
elderly homeowners.
This year we have been assigned a community facility in
San Francisco called “A Woman’s Place.” The facility serves
as an emergency shelter for homeless women and victims
of crimes such as domestic violence and sexual assault. It
offers a comprehensive range of services including health
care and mental health counseling. On April 27th, our team
will clean, paint, fix flooring, replace lighting and complete
any other needed repairs in the facility.
We look forward to participating in this important charity
event every year and though the actual “rebuilding” won’t
take place until late April, the planning and fundraising is
already in motion. There are many ways that you can help
make this rebuilding event even more successful than the
last twenty-one years:
1. Donations. Last year, we were able to raise almost $7,000
thanks to the generosity of supporters like you. Every little
bit makes a difference and no donation is too small (or too
big). Your donations allow us to purchase the building materials we need to dramatically improve a local community
facility and brighten the lives of all who use it. If you’re
interested in making a contribution, please send your taxdeductible donation, made payable to Rebuilding Together.

DATE and TIME
Tuesday, April 23, 2013
12:00 pm – 1:30 pm
LOCATION
AIA San Francisco
130 Sutter St.
San Francisco, CA
SPEAKER
Richard K. Bauman
TOPIC
“Not Enough Money. Too Much Liability. How Design
Professionals Get Fleeced and
What You Can Do About It”
Attorney Richard K. Bauman will discuss why design
professionals are undercompensated, why they face
an unacceptably high risk of liability, and possible
ways to improve the situation. The topics covered will
include pricing and revenue, mechanic’s liens, design
professional’s liens, preliminary notices, change orders,
late payment penalties, prompt payment statutes,
limitation of liability clauses,
professional liability
insurance issues, and recent cases and legislation affecting
contractual indemnity clauses.
About the Speaker
Richard K. Bauman is an attorney in San Francisco
who has represented design professionals in contract
negotiations, collections, and construction defect cases for
over 25 years. He is a member of both SEAONC and the
AIA, and serves on the Professional Practice Committee of
SEAONC. He received his law degree from UC Berkeley.

Rebuilding Together c/o Charlotte Wong
Degenkolb Engineers
1300 Clay Street, Floor 9
Oakland, CA 94612

Cost: $25 Business Forum Members
$35 SEAONC/ AIA Members
$40 Non-Member

2. Participating. Money is only half the battle! Volunteers
are just as (if not more) important. Save the date for the
event (Saturday, April 27th) and look for volunteer information in an upcoming POC email and the SEAONC website.

Pre-register online at http://www.seaonc.org/member/
member_s/events/order_form.asp

This is a great opportunity to reach out to your local community and show that you (and SEAONC) care, so we hope
you can be involved. Thanks in advance for helping to
make this year’s event a success!
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•

The Continuing Education Committee Presents
a SEAONC Mini-Seminar

•
•

“It’s Design, Stupid!
How (and How Not) to Use Nonlinear
Structural Analysis”

•
•
•
•

Graham Powell
Professor Emeritus, UC Berkeley
Consultant, Computers and Structures Inc.

•

Design strategy to ensure safety. Demand-capacity
measures to implement the strategy.
Calculation of demands, capacities and D/C ratios.
Analysis type (elastic/inelastic, static/dynamic). Properties required for an analysis model.
Modeling details for beams, columns and walls. Keeping it simple by understanding behavior.
Approximations and uncertainties.
Things that might go wrong in modeling and analysis.
The direct design process (creating and modifying a design to meet performance requirements).
Summary. Strengths and weaknesses.

Wednesday, April 10th, 2013
5:30 PM Registration, 6:00-8:00 PM Presentation

Looking ahead to the future, the seminar also takes a look at
the FEMA P58 performance assessment process.

Location: Arup, 560 Mission Street, Suite 700, San Francisco

About the Speaker:
Professor Powell has worked on nonlinear structural analysis since who knows when. He has developed many computer programs, notably CSI PERFORM-3D. He is getting a
bit old, and this may be his last seminar.

Abstract:
There are many things to consider in structural engineering
design – safety, serviceability, cost, constructability, sustainability, etc. This seminar considers mainly structural safety
and earthquake loads, with emphasis on the role and use of
nonlinear structural analysis.
Structural analysis by itself has no value. It has value only
to the extent that it produces results that are useful for making decisions. Just because we can (or think we can) do
“advanced” nonlinear analysis to predict the behavior of
a complex structure all the way to collapse, that does not
necessarily mean that we should, or that we need to. The
question is not whether we can do the analysis, but whether
we can get useful results. The following are some things to
keep in mind.

•
•

•
•

By “analysis” we really mean “modeling”. Setting up a
useful analysis model is the difficult part. The computational part of the analysis is relatively easy.
An analysis predicts the behavior of the model, which
may or may not be close to the behavior of the actual
structure, and often is not. The results of an analysis are
likely to be at best very approximate, and they may even
be misleading.
We may not always be clear on what “results” we need
from an analysis, and on how we will use them to guide
decisions.
It is easy to become over-reliant on ever more complex
analysis, and to fall into the trap of “design by analysis”. By focusing more on design, we can make analysis
simpler and more reliable. Hence the seminar title: “It’s
Design, Stupid!”

Structural analysis is used mainly for performance assessment (given a design, assess whether it meets a design goal
– which for this seminar is mainly safety in a strong earthquake). The seminar examines the performance assessment
process for a number of performance assessment methods,
including conventional strength-based design, two flavors
of deformation-based design, strength-based design using
advanced analysis, collapse-based design, and R-factor design. For each method the seminar examines the following
aspects of performance assessment.
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Cost:
$95 members
$125 non-members
$30 students
Refreshments will be provided.
Pre-registration is required for this seminar and space is
limited. It is now available online with payment by credit
card.
To pay by check, RSVP to office@seaonc.org and bring a
check made payable to SEAONC to the event.
Subject to space availabilty, on-site registration may also be
available with payment by cash, check, or credit card.

2013 Structural Engineering
Review Seminars
(June – October 2013)

BYA Publications is pleased to announce
the 13th consecutive year of the most
comprehensive SE Review seminars. The 14
session expanded program is comprised of
95 hours of detailed and interactive
presentations covering great selection of
problems targeted for the NCEES SE exam.
The program is taught by some of the most
prominent experts of the field including Dr.
Michael Engelhardt, PE; Chris Tokas, SE;
Kelly Cobeen, SE and Dr. Chukwuma
Ekwueme, SE. The seminars also include
discussions of most recent developments in
areas of structural and seismic engineering.
For complete course details and registration
information please see
www.structuralsolutions.com
Register by May 15 and save $400

Job Forum

Pending Members

Adamo & Associates Structural Engineers has immediate openings for a CA licensed
PE or SE with 5-7 years of experience in design of building structures. Projects are
professionally challenging and vary in size and type utilizing the full spectrum of
construction materials. The positions are an opportunity for the right individuals who
have a passion for structural engineering and are enthusiastic, personable, and selfmotivated. Office is conveniently located in Cupertino. Competitive salary and benefit
package. Please send cover letter and resume to tadamo@adamoassociates.com
John Yadegar & Associates (JYASF, Inc.), located in downtown (SOMA, 1 block from
Montgomery Bart Station) is seeking a Designer/ Engineer with minimum of three years
experience in the field of Structural Engineering. Firm provides excellent opportunity
for professional advancement in a growing company. Salary package will commensurate
with experience. Please send a cover letter along with resume to jobs@jyasf.com.
E.A. Bonelli + Associates, Inc., a medium size A & E firm, seeks structural design
engineers with a minimum of 4 years of experience. We require a minimum of a BSCE
degree, but P.E. and S.E. Licenses are preferred. If you are interested in a position in a
growing firm with excellent opportunities for development and advancement while
working on challenging Industrial projects of various types, send resume and cover letter
to openings@eabonelli.com, Subject: Engineering Position or mail to 8540 Edes Avenue,
Oakland, CA. 94621

Associate
Zachary Westling, Structural
Designer, Holmes Culley
Kirk Wagner, Design Engineer, Ficcadenti Waggoner and Castle
Matthew Sutton, Structural
Engineers, Inc
Andrew van Straaten, Project
Engineer, Structural Engineers, Inc
Dustin Lee, Structural Designer,
Cornerstone Structural
Engineering
Member
John Ware, Principal,
Ware Associates
James Pan, Project Engineer, GHD
Jennifer Foschaar, Structural
Analyst, Arup
Oluwaseun, Okusanya, Project
Engineer, Strandberg Engineering
John Hart, President,
Peak Engineering, Inc
Christopher, Kappes, Project
Manager, Structural Engineers, Inc
Member SE
Tao Lin, Staff Engeineer,
Structural Engineers, Inc
Vlad Iojica, Sr. Civil Engineer, Freyer
& Laureta, Inc
Student
Bryan Hansen, Graduate Student,
CSU Sacrmento
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B U C K L I N G

R E S T R A I N E D

B R A C E S

www.corebrace.com

We have the tools you need to
complete your BRBF project:
 Bolted, Pinned, and Welded
Connections—Fully Qualified and
Exceeding AISC 341 Requirements
 Real-Time Engineering Assistance
 Non-linear Modelling Design Guides
(SAP, RAM, ETABS, Perform 3D, etc.)
 Maximum QA/QC
and Scheduling Control
 Integration with RAM Structural
System and REVIT
 New! “Near Fault Effect” Testing

Santa Clara Stadium
future home of the

San Francisco 49ers

5789 West Wells Park Road, West Jordan, UT 84081
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Phone 801.280.0701

Fax 801.280.3231
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upcoming events

APR
2nd

Monthly Dinner Meeting

10th

SEAONC Mini Seminar

23rd

City Club, San Francisco
Arup, San Francisco

Business Forum Meeting

AIA, San Francisco

Registration

SEAONC MONTHLY DINNER MEETING & DEGENKOLB FORUM APRIL 2, 2013
NAME						

Dinner Meeting 4/2
CITY CLUB
155 SANSOME ST
SAN FRANCISCO
5:30 PM

COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY					

STATE		

ZIP

PHONE					FAX

*Early-Bird Registration ends Thursday, March 28th.
Register early, seating is limited. No cancellations after deadlines listed
above. No-shows are still responsible for full attendance fee.
Cost -Monthly Meeting

				
Early-Bird Reg. Late Reg.
SEAONC 			
o $39		
o $44
Junior Member		
o $33		
o $38
Student 				
o $15		
o $15
Non-Member			
o $44		
o $49

• Paying by check make payment to SEAONC.
• Paying online (monthly meeting only) go to:
http://www.seaonc.org/member/member_s/events/order_form.asp
• Paying by credit card provide the following:
(SEAONC Accepts VISA, MC, AMEX)
Credit Card#:
Expiration date:
Signature:
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